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Comparison of KTP, Thulium, and CO2 laser in stapedotomy
using specialized visualization techniques: thermal effects
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Abstract High-speed thermal imaging enables visualization of heating of the vestibule during laser-assisted
stapedotomy, comparing KTP, CO2, and Thulium laser
light. Perforation of the stapes footplate with laser bears the
risk of heating of the inner ear fluids. The amount of heating
depends on absorption of the laser light and subsequent
tissue ablation. The ablation of the footplate is driven by
strong water absorption for the CO2 and Thulium laser. For
the KTP laser wavelength, ablation is driven by carbonization of the footplate and it might penetrate deep into the
inner ear without absorption in water. The thermal effects
were visualized in an inner ear model, using two new
techniques: (1) high-speed Schlieren imaging shows relative dynamic changes of temperatures up to 2 ms resolution
in the perilymph. (2) Thermo imaging provides absolute
temperature measurements around the footplate up to 40 ms
resolution. The high-speed Schlieren imaging showed
minimal heating using the KTP laser. Both CO2 and
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Thulium laser showed heating below the footplate. Thulium
laser wavelength generated heating up to 0.6 mm depth.
This was confirmed with thermal imaging, showing a rise of
temperature of 4.7 (±3.5) °C for KTP and 9.4 (±6.9) for
Thulium in the area of 2 mm below the footplate. For
stapedotomy, the Thulium and CO2 laser show more
extended thermal effects compared to KTP. High-speed
Schlieren imaging and thermal imaging are complimentary
techniques to study lasers thermal effects in tissue.
Keywords Otosclerosis  Laser  Stapedotomy  KTP 
CO2  Thulium

Introduction
Stapedotomy is a procedure to improve hearing in patients
with otosclerosis. It was introduced as early as the end of
the nineteenth century and many improvements to the
technique were proposed [1]. The most important part of
the procedure is the perforation of the stapes footplate,
traditionally done by a skeeter drill or a micro-pick
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instrument. Possible risks of this direct-contact method,
which generates substantial mechanical energy, include
sensorineural hearing loss, vertigo and facial nerve paralysis. A non-contact method to perforate the footplate is
preferable to minimize these risks. The first non-contact
technique was described by Perkins in 1980, using an
Argon laser to make a precise hole in the footplate [2]. Up
to now, various lasers have been proposed for this cause;
however, each has its own characteristics, with the possibility to inflict harm to the inner ear.
Classically used lasers as Argon (488 nm) and KTP
(532 nm), bear the risk of damaging the inner ear, due to
their light transmission through the perilymph, causing
residual energy to be absorbed at the pigmented area of the
neuro-endothelium of the vestibule. The pulsed Er:YAG
laser (2.94 lm) has the advantage of its high absorption in
both fluid and bone, leaving minimal residual energy to
enter the vestibule. Nonetheless, the explosive ablation of
the bone causes a sound pressure wave, which is considered traumatic to inner ear hear cells, with potential sensorineural hearing loss and vertigo as a result [3]. The CO2
laser (10.6 lm) (either continuous wave or pulsed) is also
well absorbed in both fluid and bone, causing a precise
perforation, with the excess of energy being highly absorbed by the perilymph, generating heat [4, 5] or a sound
pressure wave using short pulses. Although this heat is
potentially damaging, the largest disadvantage was the
absence a fiber delivery system. Using a micromanipulator
coupled to the operating microscope, the beam was focused
through the hearing channel onto the footplate. Incorrect
alignment of the HeNe-aiming beam, especially in older
devices, could result in missing the footplate and harming
surrounding structures as the facial nerve.
Recent developments include the introduction of the
continuous wave 2 lm laser (usually referred to as Thulium laser) has the advantage of a relative high absorption
in water and bone while it can be fiber delivered. Also
progress was made in fiber delivery systems for CO2 lasers
based on hollow-wave guides, giving potentially more
control for delivery of the laser beam to the foot plate.
The aim of this study is to compare the dynamic thermal
effects of these different lasers modalities in an inner ear
model using a special technique combining high-speed and
thermal imaging. The optimal laser procedure would preferably inflict minimal temperature increase in the inner ear.
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Light rays passing through water or a transparent tissue
phantom will be deflected if a temperature gradient, caused
by laser induced heating, is present. The non-deflected and
deflected rays are focused onto a rainbow filter by an imaging
lens (Fig. 1). This produces a colored ‘thermal’ image
showing the presence and dynamics of the temperature gradient in real time (inset Fig. 1). With a high intensity white
illumination source, frame rates up to 500 f/s (= 2 ms resolution) could be obtained. In contrast to a ‘standard’ thermo
camera which can only ‘see’ surface temperatures at typical
25 f/s (= 40 ms resolution), this technique enables the visualization of temperature effects inside a physiological medium like water and can be combined with a regular highspeed camera at high magnification using standard close-up
optics. However, it does not show absolute temperatures but
rather the relative local temperature dynamics.
For protection of the high-speed camera, a filter (blocking 530–535 nm) was used in the KTP experiments, the
maximum frame rate was therefore diminished to 250 f/s.
To visualize effects in the vestibule during perforation
of the footplate, experiments were performed on an inner
ear model (Fig. 2). This inner ear model consisted of a slab
of transparent polyacrylamide gel sandwiched between two
glass windows. A 3-mm deep artificial vestibule was created in the gel, corresponding to the depth of a human
vestibule. It was filled with NaCl 0.9 %, mimicking the
perilymph. A small strip of dialysis membrane was placed
over the vestibule, with a small hole centrally. A stapes
footplate (fresh frozen human cadaver) was placed on top
of the hole, so the footplate would make direct contact with
the fluid, without sinking. The model was placed in the
imaging set-up. The footplate was exposed to the different
lasers either with a fiber tip placed directly on the footplate
or at 1 mm above. As the KTP wavelength is not absorbed
by fluid but by pigmented areas in contrast to the other
laser wavelengths used, the polyacrylamide gel was dyed
with cherry red colour pigment to mimic absorption effects
in the wall of the vestibule.
Absolute temperatures were visualized at the surface of
the foot plate using a standard thermo camera (Thermacam

Materials and methods
To study the thermal effects, a special optical technique was
used based on color Schlieren imaging [6]. This technique
visualizes non-uniformities in the refractive index of a
transparent medium induced by, e.g., a temperature gradient.
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Fig. 1 Scheme of the color Schlieren imaging setup
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Fig. 2 Inner ear model for
Schlieren setup. Left
a schematic setup. Right
b actual image of model with a
stapes resting on a membrane
above the vestibule

even at the lowest settings. We placed the footplate in these
experiments directly on the polyacrylamide gel, to avoid
reflection of infra-red radiation by the glass necessary to
contain the water in the vestibule (Fig. 3). The gel was
warmed to approximately 30 °C (mimicking body temperature) in a small container, before use. Images created
with thermo camera were analyzed in a standardized
manner. A vertical line was drawn, from the stapes footplate to 2 mm depth (Fig. 3). At the maximum heat, a still
image was made, and heating was calculated over the
2 mm course. Minimal and maximal heat was measured
over this course with means and standard deviations.
The experiments were performed comparing the following laser systems at settings which are typically used in
the clinic as published in literature (Table 1).
A 532 nm KTP laser (IDAS, Quantel Derma, Erlangen,
Germany) was used coupled into a fiber hand piece (EndoENT, Biolitec, 200 micron). A 2 lm continuous wave
(‘Thulium’) laser was used coupled to a 365 lm fiber. A
10.6 lm continuous wave CO2 laser (A.R.C. laser, Nurnberg, Germany) was used. The light was delivered by a
third generation omniguide hollow wave guide (beam-path
OTO-S, 250 lm, Omniguide, Cambridge, MA, USA). A
flow of Helium gas was delivered through the center of the
fiber ([1 bar) to prevent pollution of the fiber core.
For each laser setting, three holes were created in the
stapes to confirm reproducibility of the observed effects.
The video clips were examine by the authors independently
and scored on temperature increase and temperature penetration in the fluid of the vestibule.

Fig. 3 Inner ear model for thermo camera setup. Left a schematic
setup frontal view as perceived by the camera. Middle b schematic
setup side view, Right c actual imaging by thermo camera. Average
heat increase was measured over a 2 mm scope below the foot plate
(green line)

TM SC640; FLIR systems). This method cannot be used to
thermal effects produced by CO2 laser light as the 10.6 lm
infra-red light will burn the sensors of the thermo camera

Results
High-speed Schlieren imaging
In Table 2, still frames are shown of the heat distribution
during and directly after laser irradiation for the different
lasers. The beginning of the pulse is represented by t = 0,
t = 100 ms represents the end of the pulse.
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Table 1 Settings shown by
energy output (mJ), pulse time
(ms, ls), spot size (lm), and
fluency (J/cm2)

Laser

Energy output

Pulse time
(ms)

Spot size
(lm)

Fluency
(J/cm2)

KTP

100 mJ (at 1 W)

100

200

318

Thulium

600 mJ (at 6 W)

100

365

573

CO2

200 mJ (at 2 W)

100

250

407

Table 2 High-speed Schlieren technique: snapshots at t = 0, 100, 200, 300, 500, and 1,000 ms after singles shot, for KTP, Thulium, and CO2
laser (See the videos, Supplemental digital imaging: 1 for KTP, 2 for Thulium, and 3 for CO2)
t = 0 ms
start pulse

t = 100 ms
end pulse

t = 200ms

t = 300 ms

t = 500 ms

t = 1000 ms

KTP

Thulium

CO2

For the KTP laser, the thermal imaging showed a small
zone of heated fluid underneath the stapes after perforation.
It was expected that excessive energy would not be
absorbed in the inner ear fluids, but would be absorbed in
pigmented areas, such as neuro-endothelium. To capture
this process, in this experiment the gel was dyed with a red
color pigment. Even with this pigmentation, no heating of
the far wall of the vestibule was observed (Also see the
video, as online resource: ESM 1).
With the Thulium laser, more extended thermal effects
were observed up to 1 mm below the foot plate. At the end
of the laser pulse, already a large area is heated under the
foot plate, with a maximum at t = 500 ms. The heated area
consists of different colored rings representing a steep
temperature gradient (See the video, ESM 2).
The CO2 laser light was delivered through a hollow wave
guide with the tip positioned *1 mm above the footplate
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(Table 2). After perforation, energy is absorbed in the fluid
of vestibule creating vapor bubbles from heated liquid
(indicating temperatures [100 °C) in the vestibule, during
the pulse (t = 100 ms). The heating pattern occurs very
local, and cools down rapidly (\1 s) (See the video, ESM 3).
Thermo camera imaging
Imaging showed more profound heating in the gel below
the foot plate with thulium laser, compared to KTP laser. In
the course of 2 mm under the foot plate temperatures were
analyzed, for each laser (Table 3). Each experiment was
preformed three times. For the KTP laser, average temperature is 34.7 °C (±3.5 SD). A rise of ?4.7 °C from
baseline temperature of 30 °C.
For Thulium laser the average temperature over 2 mm
was 39.4 °C (±6.9 SD). The average temperature increase
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Table 3 Results for temperature changes and average temperatures
measured by thermo camera. Baseline temperature was 30
Laser

Average change temperature (°C) over
2 mm depth

Standard
deviation (°C)

KTP

?4.7

3.5

Thulium

?9.4

6.9

was ?9.4 °C (see the Videos, ESM 4 for KTP and ESM 5
for Thulium).
When plotting temperature changes in time, a strong
increase in heating can be seen at 0.6 mm below the foot
plate for the Thulium laser (Fig. 4). The heating also last
clearly longer than for the KTP laser. It takes over 4 s until
the vestibule has cooled down to an acceptable temperature
rise of 4 °C. As mentioned in the methods, it was not
possible to perform thermo imaging for the CO2 laser to
prevent damage to the camera sensor.

Discussion
In this study, special imaging was applied to show clearly
differences in thermal effects during stapedotomy of the
various lasers systems with highest temporal and spatial
resolution reported. It is assumed that damage to the inner
ear can occur with heating of the inner ear fluids, especially
larger rises in temperature or prolonged exposure, leading
to vertigo, tinnitus and hearing loss. Our results showed the
highest average temperature increase in a region of 2 mm
below the footplate of 9.4 °C for the Thulium laser relaxating over 4 s. Also the CO2 laser showed more thermal
effects relative to the KTP laser. Even boiling vapor bubbles were observed.

The highest thermal effect could be expected for the
Thulium laser since the energy of 600 mJ in the 100 ms
pulse was six times higher than KTP and three times higher
than CO2. The energy settings were adapted from clinical
practice to perforate the footplate effectively (Table 1).
The laser effect observed can be estimated considering the
volume of tissue that is being heating within the 100 ms
pulse. This volume about 20 times larger for Thulium
compared to KTP and around six times more energy is
needed to heat this volume to ablative temperatures. This
large hot area was observed with thermal imaging. For
KTP, the ablation mechanism consist of instant absorption
of light by chromophore in the footplate inducing carbonization that effectively absorbs the light in a layer of tens of
microns comparable to the CO2 laser absorption. Within
the 100 ms laser pulse, a canal is drilled through the
footplate ending in a none-absorbing liquid showing hardly
any thermal effects. The CO2 laser light will be absorbed
by the liquid after footplate fenestration and resulting in
heat effects and vapor bubble formation.
The temperature in the original area will drop almost
exponentially due to thermal diffusion. At twice the distance from the ‘source’ the temperature will not exceed 1/8
of the average temperature. The temperature rise of the
perilymph volume will be minimal considering the volume
in the inner ear.
An overall temperature rise over 4 °C is considered
harmful. Animal studies have shown stable inner ear
function, up to a 3 °C rise, further heating results in
reversible damage and prolonged heating to irreversible
changes [7, 8]. It can be assumed that that temperature rise
of several degrees will result in irreversible damage in
humans. So excessive heating during stapedotomy should
be avoided. However, the temperature increase observed in
this study, even for the Thulium laser, are far below the

Fig. 4 Temperature rise over
time, at 1 mm below foot plate,
for KTP and Thulium laser,
measured by thermo camera
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level where damage is expected. Only when using multiple
pulses in a short time, an overall temperature increase in
the inner ear might be expected. Only, local temperature
rise along the wall of the vestibule might be of concern.
However, the distance from the footplate to the wall of the
vestibule is above 3 mm and no thermal effects are
expected. The hot vapor bubbles induced by the CO2 laser,
will collapse fast with some thermal energy release of
which minimal adverse effects can be expected.
Earlier research on heating in the vestibule showed
various results. An overview of literature is shown in
Table 4. Lesinski, Gherini, and Kodali used thermocouples
to measure heat [9–11]. Outcome measurements differ
greatly when using thermocouples. The thermocouples
only measures heat at one distinct point, making placement
essential. Also size and material of the thermocouple differs the outcome. These limitations make thermocouples
not ideal for measuring heat, especially when the area of
heating is small and exposure time limited.
Thermal imaging
A thermo camera captures IR radiation from a surface and
absolute temperatures can be deducted. Major advantage to
this technique is the possibility to capture the changes of
heat for a larger area over time. The drawback to this
technique is the inability to measure heat below the surface. Wong used an infrared camera to measure heating of
the otic capsule in pigs. He found high rises of temperature
in the bone surrounding the perforation site. The question
is, how relevant heating of the surrounding bone is, the
heating below the footplate in the perilymph is clinically
more relevant. We used a model to measure superficial
heating below foot plate in phantom tissue (gel) from the
side. Unfortunately, this technique cannot measure heat in
liquid directly under the footplate as water itself blocks all
IR light. So a detailed imaging of heating processes under

the footplate has not been reported yet and seemed
impossible.
However, the unique thermal imaging technique presented in this paper, the high speed Schlieren technique,
enables the imaging of relative temperature changes at high
speed. This provides a good insight in the thermo dynamic
processes inside the inner ear which give a good prediction
of potential damage to inner ear function. With the KTP
laser only very locally heating occurs, without any heating
of pigmented areas. As the 532 nm green KTP wavelength
is not absorbed in water, but in pigmented (blood cells)
tissues, it is thought that especially the far wall of the
vestibule is at risk to be damaged by irradiation. CO2 is
greatly absorbed in water, showing only minimal penetration of heat in the vestibule using cw laser pulses. Pulsed
CO2 lasers emitting their high intensity pulses of around of
several hundred microseconds, can easily create vapor
canals through water of centimeters long and damage or
even perforate the vestibule on the opposite site. We consider both CO2 and KTP lasers, with current settings, safe
for stapedotomy. Typically, we use these lasers for our
primary and revision cases.
As Thulium wavelength is less strongly absorbed in
water, more energy is needed to ablate the bone resulting is
a larger area of thermal effect as shown with the high speed
Schlieren imaging technique. The results of the Schlieren
experiment are supported by the results of the thermo
camera. These two techniques combined in our inner ear
model, are probable the best available thermo imaging
method to provide a good understanding of the dynamics of
thermal effects of different lasers and settings in vitro.
Measuring the temperature increase of the vestibule during
stapedotomy in animals would be the next step as long as it
not possible to do it non-invasively in humans. It is well
known that beside thermal effects, also mechanical effects
are involved especially for shorter laser pulses (\1 ms).
Other effects, as noise generation and bubble formation

Table 4 Overview of temperature changes in laser-assisted stapedotomy in literature
Setup

Laser

Heating

Temporal bone

CO2

?1.0 °C

Inner ear model

KTP

?4.3 °C (KTP)

Black K-type 5 mm thermocouples 2 mm below footplate

CO2

?0.3 °C (CO2)

Gherini [10]

Inner ear model

Argon

No temperature rise

Kodali [11]

0.025 mm thermocouples 2 mm below footplate
Chinchillas

KTP

?2.0 °C (KTP)

0.025 mm thermocouple placed in vestibule (through superior canal)

CO2

?1.8 °C (CO2)

Otic bone of Pig

KTP

? 98 °C (KTP)

Radial heating of otic bone, measured with thermo camera

CO2

? 483 °C(cw CO2)

Gardner [4]

16 gauge thermocouple central in vestibule
Lesinski [9]

Wong [5]

? 58 °C (SP, CO2)
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will need to be addressed as well, as they might also cause
inner ear damage.
Also new lasers to the field, as the 980 nm Diode laser,
should be investigated in more detail. The effects of this
wavelength should mimic KTP laser. As the Diode laser is
small and relatively inexpensive, it could be an interesting
laser for fenestration. These experiments are work in
progress.
In conclusion, we showed comparative thermal effects
and absolute temperature increases inside the vestibule for
KTP, CO2, and Thulium laser in stapedotomy, using special visualization techniques. Thulium laser showed relative more thermal effects, potentially harming inner ear
function.
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